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Abstract—This paper proposes a robust decoding algorithm in
delivery of network coded data which is in particular correlated
and delay-sensitive. We consider ad-hoc sensor network topolo-
gies, where a correlated data is delivered based on network coding
techniques in conjunction with approximate decoding algorithm
in order for efficient and robust data delivery. The approximate
decoding algorithm has been developed as a decoding solution to
ill-posed problems for network coded correlated data sources.
In this paper, we improve the performance of approximate
decoding algorithm by explicitly considering more information,
which is used to additionally refine the recovered data. The
information includes potential results that are from finite field
operations and the set of such information is referred to as
position information matrix in this paper. We deploy the position
information matrix into approximate decoding algorithm and
investigate its corresponding properties. We then analytically
show that this improves the performance of approximate de-
coding algorithm. Our simulation results confirm the properties
of the proposed approximate decoding algorithm with position
information matrix and improved performance.

Index Terms—Network coding, approximate decoding, position
information matrix (PIM), correlated source data, distributed
delivery, ad hoc sensor networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ad-hoc sensor network becomes widely deployed for mon-
itoring geospatial information such as humidity, temperature
and soil fertility [1]. For real-time sensor network applications,
studying the efficient solutions for information delivery in a
timely manner is the one of main research issues. Due to the
difficulty of centralized coordination, the information delivery
among the sensors is typically performed in a distributed
manner over ad-hoc topologies [2], [3].

Network coding [4] has been deployed as a method to build
efficient distributed delivery algorithms in networks with path
and source diversity. Network nodes in network coding are
able to perform basic processing operations so that nodes
combine information packets and forward the resulting data to
the next network nodes. In [5], it is shown that network coding
can improve the throughput of the system, achieve better max-
flow min-cut limit of networks, and enhance the robustness
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to data loss. In this paper, we adopt random linear network
coding (RLNC) [6], as RLNC based solutions in general
can lead to negligible performance degradations compared to
globally optimized solutions (e.g., linear network coding [5]),
while requiring only low coordination between nodes, and
the corresponding lower communication costs. In this paper,
we consider the transmission of correlated data sources that
are independently encoded based on RLNC at the sensors,
transmitted over lossy ad hoc networks and jointly decoded in
a timely manner.

Due to the dynamics of source and networks, there is
no guarantee that each node receives enough packets for
successful data recovery. It becomes critical for delay-sensitive
applications because packets arriving after delay deadline are
discarded, which incurs significant performance degradation.
In order to solve this problem, approximate decoding algo-
rithm has been introduced in [7], which enables recovery of the
original source data even when the number of useful packets
is not sufficient for perfect data reconstruction. However, the
approximate algorithm in [7] exploits the correlation based
on a simple best matching method, resulting in the limited
performance of the approximate decoding. A more systematic
model for data correlation is discussed in [8], where a linear
correlation model is deployed with a measure of data similarity
(i.e., similarity factor).

While the linear correlation model in [8] has improved
approximate decoding algorithm by exploiting the source
correlation in terms of a similarity factor, the unique char-
acteristics of finite field operations is not fully considered,
leading to the performance degradation. Thus, the goal of
this paper is to further improve a prior solution discussed
in [8] by considering more information such as unintended
results from finite field operations. More specifically, we study
what are the candidates that may be potentially generated
from the finite field operations while taking into account the
similarity factor. Then, we incorporate this information to
refine the approximate decoding results, leading to a better
performance. The set of such additional information is referred
to as position information matrix (PIM). While such additional
information can lead to an improved performance, it also
requires higher communication cost. Hence, we investigate
the tradeoff between the performance improvement and the
amount of additional information.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
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present our system setup and a brief overview of approximate
decoding algorithm. In Section III, the position information
matrix is introduced and several properties of the proposed
algorithm in conjunction with the position information matrix
are discussed. In Section IV, illustrative examples that confirm
the investigated properties are presented. Finally, the conclu-
sions are drawn in Section V.

II. SYSTEM SETUP

A. Framework of RLNC-based Data Transmission

In this paper, we consider an overlay ad hoc network, which
consists of source, intermediate and client nodes. The goal
is to deliver the source data to the client nodes through the
intermediate nodes that are able to perform network coding
operations. A similar framework can be found in [8].
N non-negative correlated source data are denoted by

x1, x2, . . ., xN , where xn ∈ X (⊂ R) for 1 ≤ n ≤ N .
X is an alphabet set of xn and |X | denotes the size of X .
Since network coding operations are performed in GF (Galois
Field), each xn can also be considered as an element in GF.
In this paper, we use the superscript F in order to clearly
express that elements are in GF. For example, xFn means
that xn is considered as an element in GF. This operation
(and the corresponding inverse operation) is performed by
an identity function, which maps a value in a field to the
corresponding same value in another field (and vice versa).
Specifically, we define identity function 1RG: R→ GF, defined
as 1RG(x) = xF , where the superscript F represents that
the element is in a finite field. Similarly, the corresponding
inverse identity function 1GR: GF → R can be defined as
1GR(xF ) = x.

A node k in RLNC can transmit

y(k) =

N∑
n=1

⊕{
cn(k)⊗ xFn

}
, {c1(k)⊗ xF1 } ⊕ {c2(k)⊗ xF2 } ⊕ · · · ⊕ {cN (k)⊗ xFN}

which is a linear combination of xFn and coding coefficients
cn(k). ⊕ and ⊗ denote an additive operation and a multi-
plicative operation defined in GF, respectively and y(k) and
cn(k) are always considered as an element in GF. The coding
coefficients are uniformly and randomly chosen from GF with
size 2M , denoted by GF(2M ). The packets generated in each
node are transmitted to its neighboring nodes towards the client
nodes. We assume that the size of the input set is |X | ≤ 2M ,
which enables coding operations to be properly operated in
GF(2M ).1

If K innovative (i.e., linearly independent) symbols or
packets y(1), . . . , y(K) are available at a decoder, a linear
system y = C� x can be formed as

[y(1), . . . , y(K)]
T

=
N∑

n=1

⊕
{cn ⊗ xFn }. (1)

1If |X | > 2r , the input set is reduced (using e.g., source quantization),
such that the resized input set does not exceed the predetermined GF size.

The K × N matrix C is referred to as the coding co-
efficient matrix, which consists of column vectors cn =
[cn(1), cn(2), · · · , cn(K)]T . If the coding coefficient matrix
C is full-rank (i.e., K = N ), then x is uniquely deter-
mined because the inverse of a coding coefficient matrix
C−1 is also uniquely determined. The inverse of a coding
coefficient matrix can be efficiently implemented based on
well-known methods such as the Gaussian elimination over
a GF. If the number of received symbols is insufficient to
determine a unique C−1, i.e., K < N , approximate decoding
approaches [7] can be deployed for reconstructing the source
symbols, which is briefly discussed in the next section.

B. Overview of Approximate Decoding Algorithms for Corre-
lated Sources

As discussed, if the number of received symbols is insuf-
ficient (i.e., K < N ), the correlation coefficient matrix C is
not full-rank. Hence, it is infeasible to find a unique C−1.
The key idea of the approximate decoding algorithm is to
make the correlation coefficient matrix C full-rank by using
source correlation. In the approximate decoding algorithm,
the correlation of the input data can be exploited to set
additional constraints, or matrix D, in the decoding process.
The additional constraints in D are determined based on the
correlation model between the input data. For example, in [7],
D is constructed such that xi = xj for the best matched data.
More specifically, in (N−K)×N matrix D, each row consists
of zeros (i.e., additive identity of GF(2M )) except two elements
of value “1” and “1”, as “1” is an additive inverse of “1” in
GF(2M ). This corresponds to the positions of the best matched
data xi, xj ∈ X . An approximation x̂ of the original data is
correspondingly found as

x̂ = 1GR
(
x̂F
)

= 1GR

([
C
D

]−1

�
[

y
0F(N−K)

])
(2)

where 0F(N−K) is a vector with (N −K) zeros.
While constructing matrix D in [7] is based on the best

matched data, which may not correctly and accurately repre-
sent the actual source correlation, the approximate decoding
algorithm in [8] attempts to consider more systematic model
for constructing D. The approach is based on a linear rela-
tionship, i.e.,

xn+1 = xn + ∆ · 1 (3)

where 1 and ∆ ∈ Z denote a vector with all ones and the
similarity factor, respectively. As shown in (3), the similarity
factor can be obtained by

∆ · 1 = xn+1 − xn

which is simply the difference between consecutive source
data. This can represent how much two sets of data are similar
and is in the range of 0 ≤ ∆ < 2M . Using the similarity factor
∆, the approximate decoding can be represented by

x̂ = 1GR

([
C
D

]−1

�
[

y
∆F · 1(N−K)

])
(4)
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Fig. 1. An illustrative example of data structure in the framework. Each data
set xn is composed of N × N elements and each subscript of an element
(e.g., ’1’ in x1 or ’2’ in x2) is referred to as a position index of data set xn.

where 1(N−K) is an (N −K) vector with all 1’s and ∆F =
1RG(∆). Unlike the approximate decoding algorithm in (2),
the approximate decoding algorithm shown in (4) explicitly
considers the similarity of the source data.

Note that the information about ∆ is sufficient for the
perfect recovery of the original data in the field of real
numbers, i.e., xn+1−xn = ∆ ·1. However, the corresponding
operation in GF, xn+1 ⊕ xn, may result in not only ∆ but
also the other different values2, leading to a performance
degradation. In order to improve the performance, the set of
results computed from xn+1 ⊕ xn is denoted as an N × N
matrix ∆F . Each element of this matrix is represented by
∆Fn , where n is a position index. Therefore, there can be n
different elements, i.e., ∆F1 ,∆

F
2 , . . . ,∆

F
n , in ∆F . Note that

∆F1 = ∆F and ∆F = 1RG(∆). For example, while a single
value 3 in the field of real number (i.e., xn+1−xn = 3 = ∆)
may induce a set of candidates such as 3, 5, 7, 13, 15, 29 and
31 in GF(25) by the operation of xn+1⊕ xn. Fig. 1 shows an
illustrative example of the above data structure.

Since this characteristics has not been considered in the
prior implementations of the approximated decoding (e.g., [7],
[8]), the performance was limited. In order to improve the
performance, we explicitly consider this characteristics and
propose to use it as a form of PIM in the implementation of
the approximate decoding.

III. APPROXIMATE DECODING WITH POSITION
INFORMATION MATRIX (PIM)

In this section, we propose a structure of PIM and discuss
how to deploy the PIM in the framework of the approx-
imate decoding. We then show that PIM can lead to an
improved performance. Recall that we consider the source
data correlation, which is modeled as a linear correlation, i.e.,
xn+1 = xn + ∆ · 1.

A. Implementation of Approximate Decoding using PIM

As discussed, there can be several different values of ∆Fn
in ∆F = xn+1 ⊕ xn. Thus, the information about different
∆Fn and the corresponding positions indices in the data set,
∆F , can be transmitted to the decoder for better approximate

2The addition and subtraction in GF are the equivalent operations and they
are performed by XOR (exclusive OR) in this paper.

Fig. 2. An example of PIM structure. It consists of index numbers.

decoding. The information is delivered as a form of PIM,
which includes indices of positions for potential candidates
in ∆F . An illustrative PIM structure is shown in Fig. 2.

Based on the PIM, the prior approximate decoding algo-
rithm shown in (4) can be improved by explicitly utilizing
the information included in the PIM. Specifically, ∆ in (4) is
replaced with ∆F

PIM , which is (N − K) vector with PIM,
i.e.,

x̂ = 1GR

([
C
D

]−1

�
[

y
∆F

PIM

])
. (5)

In order to implement the algorithm in (5), the vector ∆F
PIM

is initialized by ∆F ·1(N−K). Then, every element in ∆F
PIM

corresponding to PIM is replaced by ∆Fn . Note that the index
numbers in nth row of PIM mean ∆Fn+1 (see Fig. 2 for
example), which are computed by Property 1.

The PIM can thus provide more refined information, leading
to performance improvement of the approximate decoding. We
next study several properties of the approximate decoding with
PIM.

B. Properties of Approximate Decoding with PIM

In [8], it is shown that the performance of the approximate
decoding is maximized when similarity factor ∆ has a form
of 2k. Thus, we first start to study the case ∆F = 2k. In the
following proofs, Bx(k) and Bx(k) represent 1 and 0 at the
kth bit position from LSB of x, respectively. The rest of bits
do not matter with this analysis. In addition, δ is defined as
a result of xn ⊕ xn+1, i.e., δ = xn ⊕ xn+1, which represents
elements in ∆F .

Property 1. If ∆F = 2k (0 ≤ k < M) in GF(2M ), there are
at most (M −k) candidates of ∆F , where nth candidate ∆Fn
is expressed as

∆Fn =
k+n−1∑
i=k

2k+i

and its probability is given by

Pr(δ = ∆Fn ) =
2(M−k−n)

2(M−k) − 1
.

Proof: An element in GF(2M ) can be expressed as M
bits. When ∆F = 2k, only one bit at (k + 1)th position is
set by 1, i.e., Bx(k+1), and the rest of bit positions are set
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by 0. Since zeros do not influence the XOR operation (recall
that zeros are additive identity in GF), we need to consider
the positions where the bits are set by ’1’. A candidate of
∆F (6= ∆F ) may be generated if 1 is set for both (k + 1)th
bit position of ∆F and source data x, i.e., B∆F (k+1) and
Bx(k+1). Since carriage return from (k + 1)th bit to (k +
2)th bit is generated, ∆F2 is generated, which is expressed as
2k+1 + 2k. If Bx(k+2), another candidate of ∆F denoted by
∆F3 is generated and ∆F3 = 2k+2 + 2k+1 + 2k. This process
continues until Bx(M)Bx(M−1) · · ·Bx(k+1). Therefore, there
can be at most M − k candidates of ∆F and nth candidate
is expressed as ∆Fn =

∑k+n−1
i=k 2k+i.

We then find the probability mass function for ∆Fn . If
Bx(k+1), ∆F1 (=∆F= 2k) is generated with probability of

Pr(δ = ∆F1 ) =
2M−1

2M − 2k
.

This is because there are at most 2M −2k cases in total while
there are 2M−1 cases when Bx(k+1). By generalizing this, if
Bx(k+n)Bx(k+n−1) · · ·Bx(k+1), for 2 ≤ n ≤M − k, ∆Fn
is generated with probability of

Pr(δ = ∆Fn ) =
2M−n

2M − 2k
.

Therefore, Pr(δ = ∆Fn ) for 1 ≤ n ≤M − k is expressed as

Pr(δ = ∆Fn ) =
2(M−n)

2M − 2k
for 1 ≤ n ≤M − k. (6)

The candidates of ∆F and the corresponding probabilities
are shown in Table I when δ = 2k in GF(2M ).

Based on Property 1, which provides a probability mass
function for potential candidates, we can implement a PIM,
where each row of a PIM represents each candidates. For ex-
ample, the first row has the index numbers of ∆F2 , the second
row has the index numbers of ∆F3 , and the (M − k − 1)th
row has the index numbers of ∆FM−k. Since it is known that
∆F has the highest probability among possible ∆Fn , we may
include only (M − k − 1) candidates except ∆F in PIM.

In this section, we show that PIM can provide more refined
information about the correlation structure of the source data
to the decoder, so that the performance of approximate de-
coding is improved. However, transmitting more information
(i.e., more information is included in PIM) requires more
communication overheads. Hence, it is essential to investigate
the tradeoff between amount of information included in PIM
and performance improvement. This is studied in Property 2.

Property 2. As (n−1)th row of PIM (i.e., ∆Fn ) is additionally
used in the approximate decoding, its performance improves
by 1/2(n−1).

Proof: As shown in Table I, the probability of δ = ∆Fn is
given by 2(M−k−n)

2(M−k)−1
. This means that the probability decreases

by 1/2n as n increases. Thus, ∆Fn is additionally used for
approximate decoding, the performance can be improved by
1/2(n−1) times of the last performance improvement.

Note that the performance improvement by using additional
information in PIM is a result of “additional correction”.

We thus far have studied several properties when ∆F = 2k.
If ∆F 6= 2k, there are a large number of different cases, and
hence, we provide an algorithm to find candidates of ∆F .
This is presented in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Finding candidates of ∆F

Given: received similarity factor ∆, GF size 2M .
1: if ∆ = 2k, then
2: use Property 1
3: else // ∆ 6= 2k

4: Find p1, p2, p3, . . . , pn
such that ∆ = 2p1 + 2p2 + 2p3 + ...+ 2pn ,
for M > p1 > p2 > p3 > . . . > pn = 0

5: Find all candidates ∆F(2pn) for each 2pn based on
Property 1.

6: Find Cartesian product set S,
S = ∆F(2p1) × ∆F(2p2) × . . . × ∆F(2pn) =
{(γ1, . . . , γn), γi ∈∆F(2pi)}

7: if γn exists even times in S, then
8: Eliminate γn in S
9: else // odd times

10: Choose only one γn in S
11: ∆F ← S
12: end if

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we implement approximate decoding in
conjunction with PIM and show that using PIM can achieve an
improved performance. In our simulation, we consider three
correlated source data sets. The data sets are generated such
that they are linearly correlated with the similarity factor of ∆
and the experiments are performed independently 1000 times.
We set ∆ as 8 and GF size is 210. We generate 10 packets by
default and change the packet loss rate.

Fig. 3 shows the performance of approximate decoding al-
gorithm using the PIM. The results present normalized average
error rates and thus lower values imply smaller distortion (or
better performance). It is clear that the proposed approximate
decoding with PIM outperforms the algorithm presented in [8]
(i.e., PIM is not deployed) over all the ranges of packet loss
rates. However, in both algorithms, it is observed that the
performance of approximate decoding significantly degraded
as the packet loss rates increases more than 50%. This is
because the approximate decoding algorithm has to use more
“artificially” added packets than the originally network coded
data. It is also observed that there are several regions of packet
loss rates where the performance of the approximate decoding
algorithm is saturated. In particular, this happens when PIM
has less than 3∆Fn s. Thus, PIM can be adaptively structured
by explicitly considering the packet loss rates and a target
performance.

Property 2 is also confirmed in Fig. 4. In this experiment,
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∆F1 ∆F2 · · · ∆Fn · · · ∆FM−k

∆F 2k 2k+1 + 2k · · · 2k+(n−1) + 2k+(n−2) + ... + 2k+1 + 2k · · · 2M−1 + ... + 2k+1 + 2k

Probability 2(M−1)

2M−2k
2(M−2)

2M−2k
· · · 2(M−n)

2M−2k
· · · 2k

2M−2k

TABLE I
CANDIDATES OF ∆F AND PROBABILITIES TO BE OBSERVED WHEN ∆= 2k IN GF(2M ).

Fig. 3. Measured normalized average error rate of the system without and
with PIM. ∆ = 8 and GF (210) are used in this simulation. At most six
∆F (PIM) can be provided in decoder through PIM.

Fig. 4. Normalized average error rate as increasing the number of additional
information when ∆=4.

we set ∆=4 in GF(28) with 1/3 packet loss rate. As discussed
in Property 2, we can observe that the normalized average
error rates decrease as the number of additional information
increases. More specifically, there is 50% performance im-
provement (in terms of the normalized average error rates) in

every additional information in PIM is deployed. We finally
note that there is no error when six information in PIM is used.
This is because that 6 information is the maximum number of
information that can be included in PIM, as M−k = 8−2 = 6
(discussed in Property 1).

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we consider the deliver of correlated source
data that are encoded by network coding technique with time
constraints. When the number of received data packets is not
enough for perfect data recovery, the approximate decoding
algorithm can be deployed and. In this paper, we propose
to use PIM as additional information to take into account
the unique characteristics of the finite field operations, which
improves the performance of the approximate decoding. We
show that using PIM can lead to a better performance of
the approximate decoding and analytically study the impact
of PIM on the decoding performance. As a future research
direction, besides the linear correlation in the source data,
more generalized correlation models can be incorporated into
the approximate decoding algorithm, such that it can be used
for a variety of correlated source data.
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